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Abstract
In this note we give equivalent characterizations for a fractional Triebel-Lizorkin space
F sp,qpΩq in terms of first-order differences in a uniform domain Ω. The characterization is valid
for any positive, non-integer real smoothness s P R`zN and indices 1 ď p ă 8, 1 ď q ď 8 as
long as the fractional part tsu is greater than d{p´ d{q.
1 Introduction
Let d P N, ´8 ă s ă 8, 0 ă p ă 8 and 0 ă q ď 8. A tempered distribution f is said to belong
to the Triebel-Lizorkin space F sp,q whenever the norm
}f}F sp,q “
››››››!2sj ´ψj fˆ¯q)›››
`q
›››
Lp
is finite, where ˆ¨ stands for the Fourier transform, q¨ stands for its inverse, and ψj :“ ψ0p2´j ¨q ´
ψ0p2´j`1¨q for j ě 1 and a given radial function ψ0 P C8c pBp0, 2qq with ψ0|Bp0,1q ” 1. This spaces
of functions have been studied for several years, a classical reference being Hans Triebel’s book
[Tri83]. When s P N and q “ 2, then F sp,2 coincides with the classical Sobolev space W s,p in
the sense of equivalent norms, and for any s ą 0 and q “ 2, it coincides with the corresponding
Bessel-potential space.
There are many equivalent characterizations for these spaces. We are interested in character-
izations in terms of differences in the spirit of the ones introduced by [Str67] in the context of
Bessel-potential spaces and 0 ă s ă 1, which are suitable for restriction to domains. In [Tri83,
Section 2.5.10] the reader can find characterizations using differences of order M ą s P R (see
[Tri06, Section 1.11.9] for characterizations dealing with a larger range of admissible indices s, p, q
using means in balls). Roughly speaking, one needs to take into account M`1 collinear points with
constant gap between them. When restricting to a domain, this poses several technical difficulties
that can make computations awkward in some contexts.
However, sometimes it is easier to deal with weak derivatives to avoid using higher order
differences. Indeed, combining the lifting property of these spaces, which says that }f}F sp,q «
}f}F s´1p,q ` }∇f}F s´1p,q , with some elementary embeddings in [Tri83, Section 2.3.2] one obtains that
whenever s “ k ` σ with k P N and 0 ă σ ă 1, then
}f}F sp,q « }f}Lp `
››∇kf››
Fσp,q
,
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where ∇kf denotes the vector valued function containing all the weak derivatives of order k as
components. Thus, one can apply only at the last norm the characterization using first order
differences, which follows from [PS17, Theorem 1.2].
Corollary 1.1 (to [PS17, Theorem 1.2]). Let k ě 0 and d ě 1 be natural numbers, let 0 ă σ ă 1,
let 1 ď p ă 8, 1 ď q ď 8 with σ ą dp ´ dq , and call s :“ k ` σ. There are constants depending on
these parameters such that
}f}F sp,q « }f}Wk,p `
˜ż
Rd
ˆż
Rd
|∇kfpxq ´∇kfpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
¸ 1
p
,
for every f PW k,ppRdq, with the usual modification whenever q “ 8.
In this note we study analogous norms for these spaces in terms of differences on uniform
domains. Let d ě 1 be a natural number, let 0 ă σ ă 1, and let 1 ď p ă 8, 1 ď q ď 8. Given a
domain Ω Ă Rd and f P L1locpΩq, write
}f} 9Aσp,qpΩq :“
˜ż
Ω
ˆż
Ω
|fpxq ´ fpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
¸ 1
p
.
In a recent paper, Eero Saksman and the author of the present article showed that
}f}Aσp,qpΩq :“ }f}LppΩq ` }f} 9Aσp,qpΩq.
is an equivalent norm for the space Fσp,qpΩq whenever Ω is a uniform domain, σ ą dp ´ dq (in
Theorem A.1 in the appendix we discuss the endpoint cases and the unbounded domains). This
characterization allowed them to show a T p1q-type theorem for the boundedness of convolution
Caldero´n-Zygmund operators in Fσp,qpΩq when 1 ă p, q ă 8.
In this note we show that there are equivalent characterizations for all the positive non-integer
orders of smoothness:
Theorem 1.2. Let k ě 0 and d ě 1 be natural numbers, let 0 ă σ ă 1, let 1 ď p ă 8, let
1 ď q ď 8 with σ ą dp ´ dq , and call s :“ k`σ. Given a uniform domain Ω Ă Rd and f P L1locpΩq,
the norms
}f}Asp,qpΩq :“ }f}Wk,ppΩq `
ÿ
|α|“k
}Dαf} 9Aσp,qpΩq,
where α takes values in Nd with |α| :“ řαj “ k, and
}f}F sp,qpΩq :“ inf
!
}g}F sp,qpRdq : g P F sp,qpRdq with g|Ω ” f
)
are equivalent for the Triebel-Lizorkin space F sp,qpΩq, with constants depending on s, p, q, d and the
uniformity constants of Ω.
This norm has a self-improvement property from [PS17, Theorems 1.5 and 1.6] (in Theorems
A.2 and A.3 we discuss the endpoint cases and the unbounded domains). Call δpxq “ distpx, BΩq.
Consider the Carleson boxes (or shadows) Shpxq :“ ty P Ω : |y´x| ď cΩδpxqu for a certain constant
cΩ ą 1 big enough. Then we have the following reduction for the Triebel-Lizorkin norm:
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Corollary 1.3. Let Ω Ă Rd be a uniform domain, let 0 ă σ ă 1, k P N, 1 ď p ă 8 and 1 ď q ď 8
with σ ą dp ´ dq . Then f P F sp,qpΩq for s “ k ` σ if and only if
}f}Wk,ppΩq `
ÿ
|α|“k
¨˝ż
Ω
˜ż
Shpxq
|Dαfpxq ´Dαfpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx‚˛
1
p
ă 8.
and the norms are equivalent.
The self-improvement is stronger when p ě q, when we can restrict to Whitney balls:
Corollary 1.4. Let Ω Ă Rd be a uniform domain, let 0 ă σ ă 1, k P N, 1 ď q ď p ă 8 and
0 ă ρ ă 1. Then f P F sp,qpΩq for s “ k ` σ if and only if
}f}Wk,ppΩq `
ÿ
|α|“k
¨˝ż
Ω
˜ż
Bpx,ρδpxqq
|Dαfpxq ´Dαfpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx‚˛
1
p
ă 8.
and the norms are equivalent.
The last result has [Dyd06, Proposition 5] as a particular case (Ω a Lipschitz domain, p “ q,
k “ 0).
In a forthcoming paper these norms will be used to study the relation between the Triebel-
Lizorkin regularity of quasiconformal mappings between domains, the regularity of their Beltrami
coefficient and the regularity of the boundary of the domains.
The crucial estimate to show Theorem 1.2 is to find an extension operator for the norm Asp,q.
That is, we need to find a bounded linear operator Λ : Asp,qpΩq Ñ Asp,qpRdq such that pΛfq|Ω “ f .
Once this is settled, the theorem follows by classical estimates. Here we will recover the extension
operators defined by Peter Jones in [Jon81] (the reader will note that we write Λk where Peter
Jones wrote Λk`1).
Theorem 1.5. Let Ω be a uniform domain and k P N. There exists a linear operator Λk :
W k`1,8pΩq Ñ W k`1,8pRdq such that for every 0 ă σ ă 1, 1 ď p ă 8 and 1 ď q ď 8 with
σ ą dp ´ dq , then
Λk : A
s
p,qpΩq Ñ Asp,qpRdq
(with s “ σ ` k) is a bounded extension operator.
Of course, the reader may find in the literature other extension operators acting on F sp,qpΩq,
mainly when Ω is a Lipschitz domain. For instance [Ryc99, Theorem 2.2] presents an operator
which acts continuously in a family of Triebel-Lizorkin and Besov spaces with unbounded regularity
parameter. From Theorem 1.2 it follows that these extension operators are also continuous in
Asp,qpΩq for Lipschitz domains.
Similar problems can be considered for Besov domains. In [Dis03] the reader can find a charac-
terization in terms of differences for Besov spaces on Lipschitz domains. It would be interesting to
know whether this results have or do not have counterparts for Besov spaces on uniform domains.
In [See89] Seeger could find characterizations for the Triebel-Lizorkin norms on uniform domains
using means on balls of higher order differences of the function. It would be interesting to find
equivalent characterizations using first order differences of derivatives of the function, and such
that the size of the ball varies with the distance of its center to the boundary, question that can
also be studied in the Besov space.
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Section 2 is devoted to define uniform domains and to recall the main properties of their
Whitney coverings, regarding sums on chains of cubes (denoted Cigars in [Va¨i88]) and shadows
(commonly known as “Carleson boxes”).
Section 3 is the core of the present note. First the Jones’ extension operator via Meyers’
polynomials is introduced. This is followed by a lemma that settles a key estimate where the
differences between p ă q, p “ q and p ą q are overcome. After that the reader will find the proof
of Theorem 1.5, divided in two parts. First the W k,ppΩq character is established and the weak
derivative of the extension operator is given using some estimates from [Jon81]. Finally, using
[PS17] the boundedness in Asp,qpΩq is reduced to controlling a series of “error terms” which are
settled using all the machinery developed in the aforementioned papers.
Finally Section 4 contains the proofs of Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
In the appendix we show how to extend the results in [PS17] to the setting of unbounded
domains and with the indices p, q reaching the endpoints.
Throughout the paper we will not pay much attention to the particular value of constants.
Thus, A À B means that there exists a universal constant C such that A ď CB. If we want to
stress the dependence of the constant in certain parameters, for instance σ and p, we will write
A Àσ,p B or A ď Cσ,pB.
2 Uniform domains
Figure 2.1: A uniform domain with a Whitney covering. In the upper part there is an admissible
chain joining two cubes (the central one shaded), on the lower part the shadow of another cube.
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Definition 2.1. Given a domain Ω, we say that a collection of open dyadic cubes W is a Whitney
covering of Ω if they are disjoint, the union of the cubes and their boundaries is Ω, there exists a
constant CW such that
CW`pQq ď DpQ, BΩq ď 4CW`pQq,
and the family t50QuQPW has finite superposition. Moreover, we will assume that
S Ă 5Q ùñ `pSq ě 1
2
`pQq. (2.1)
The existence of such a covering is granted for any open set different from Rd and in particular
for any domain as long as CW is big enough (see [Ste70, Chapter 1] for instance).
Definition 2.2. Let Ω be a domain, W a Whitney decomposition of Ω and Q,S P W. Given
M cubes Q1, . . . , QM P W with Q1 “ Q and QM “ S, the M -tuple pQ1, . . . , QM q P WM is
a chain connecting Q and S if the cubes Qj and Qj`1 are neighbors for j ă M . We write
rQ,Ss “ pQ1, . . . , QM q for short.
Let ε P R. We say that the chain rQ,Ss is ε-admissible if
• the length of the chain is bounded by
`prQ,Ssq :“
Mÿ
j“1
`pQjq ď 1
ε
DpQ,Sq (2.2)
• and there exists j0 ăM such that the cubes in the chain satisfy
`pQjq ě εDpQ1, Qjq for all j ď j0 and `pQjq ě εDpQj , QM q for all j ě j0. (2.3)
The j0-th cube, which we call central, satisfies that `pQj0q Ád εDpQ,Sq by (2.3) and the triangle
inequality. We will write QS “ Qj0 . Note that this is an abuse of notation because the central cube
of rQ,Ss may vary for different ε-admissible chains joining Q and S.
We write (abusing notation again) rQ,Ss also for the set tQjuMj“1. Thus, we will write P PrQ,Ss if P appears in a coordinate of the M -tuple rQ,Ss.
Consider a domain Ω with covering W and two cubes Q,S P W with an ε-admissible chain
rQ,Ss. From Definition 2.2 it follows that
DpQ,Sq «ε,d `prQ,Ssq «ε,d `pQSq. (2.4)
Definition 2.3. We say that a domain Ω Ă Rd is a uniform domain if there exists a Whitney
covering W of Ω and ε P R such that for any pair of cubes Q,S PW, there exists an ε-admissible
chain rQ,Ss. Sometimes will write ε-uniform domain to fix the constant ε (see Figure 2.1).
For 1 ď j1 ď j2 ďM , the subchain rQj1 , Qj2srQ,Ss Ă rQ,Ss is defined as pQj1 , Qj1`1, . . . , Qj2q.
We will write rQj1 , Qj2s if there is no risk of confusion. Now we can define the shadows:
Definition 2.4. Let Ω be an ε-uniform domain with Whitney covering W. Given a cube P P W
centered at xP and a real number ρ, the ρ-shadow of P is the collection of cubes
SHρpP q “ tQ PW : Q Ă BpxP , ρ `pP qqu,
and its “realization” is the set
ShρpP q “
ď
QPSHρpP q
Q.
By the previous remark and the properties of the Whitney covering, we can define ρε ą 1 such
that the following properties hold:
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• For every ε-admissible chain rQ,Ss, and every P P rQ,QSs we have that Q P SHρεpP q.
• Moreover, every cube P belonging to an ε-admissible chain rQ,Ss belongs to the shadow
SHρεpQSq.
Remark 2.5 (see [PS17, Remark 2.6]). Given an ε-uniform domain Ω we will write Sh for Shρε .
We will write also SH for SHρε .
For Q PW and s ą 0, we have thatÿ
L:QPSHpLq
`pLq´s À `pQq´s (2.5)
and, moreover, if Q P SHpP q, thenÿ
LPrQ,P s
`pLqs À `pP qs and
ÿ
LPrQ,P s
`pLq´s À `pQq´s. (2.6)
We recall the definition of the non-centered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Given f P
L1locpRdq and x P Rd, we define Mfpxq as the supremum of the mean of f in cubes containing x,
that is,
Mfpxq “ sup
Q:xPQ
1
|Q|
ż
Q
fpyq dy.
It is a well known fact that this operator is bounded in Lp for 1 ă p ă 8. The following lemma is
proven in [PT15] and will be used repeatedly along the proofs contained in the present text.
Lemma 2.6. Let Ω be a uniform domain with an admissible Whitney covering W. Assume that
g P L1pΩq and r ą 0. For every η ą 0, Q PW and x P Rd, we have
1) The non-local inequalities for the maximal operatorż
|y´x|ąr
gpyq dy
|y ´ x|d`η Àd
Mgpxq
rη
and
ÿ
S:DpQ,Sqąr
ş
S
gpyq dy
DpQ,Sqd`η Àd
infyPQMgpyq
rη
. (2.7)
2) The local inequalities for the maximal operatorż
|y´x|ăr
gpyq dy
|y ´ x|d´η Àd r
ηMgpxq and
ÿ
S:DpQ,Sqăr
ş
S
gpyq dy
DpQ,Sqd´η Àd infyPQMgpyq r
η. (2.8)
3) In particular we have
ÿ
SPW
`pSqd
DpQ,Sqd`η Àd
1
`pQqη and
ÿ
SPSHρpQq
`pSqd Àd,ρ `pQqd (2.9)
and, by Definition 2.4, ÿ
SPSHρpQq
ż
S
gpxq dx Àd,ρ inf
yPQMgpyq `pQq
d. (2.10)
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Figure 3.1: The covering W2 of Ωc.
3 Peter Jones’ extension
Consider a given ε-uniform domain Ω. In [Jon81] Peter Jones defines an extension operator Λk :
W k`1,ppΩq Ñ W k`1,ppRdq for 1 ď p ď 8. This extension operator is used to prove that the
intrinsic characterization of W k`1,ppΩq given by
}f}Wk`1,ppΩq « }f}LppΩq `
››∇k`1f››
LppΩq
is equivalent to the restriction norm. Next we will see that the same operator is an extension
operator for Ak`σp,q pΩq for 0 ă σ ă 1 with σ ą dp ´ dq .
To define it we need a Whitney covering W1 of Ω, a Whitney covering W2 of Ω¯c (see Figure
3.1), and we define W3 to be the collection of cubes in W2 with side-lengths small enough, say
`pQq ď `0, so that for any Q PW3 there is a cube S PW1 with DpQ,Sq ď C`pQq and `pQq “ `pSq
(see [Jon81, Lemma 2.4]). We define the symmetrized cube Q˚ as one of the cubes satisfying these
properties (see Figure 3.2). Note that the number of possible choices for Q˚ is uniformly bounded
and, if Ω is an unbounded uniform domain, then `0 ă 8 can be chosen freely.
Lemma 3.1. [see [Jon81]] For cubes Q1, Q2 PW3 and S PW1 we have that
• The symmetrized cubes have finite overlapping: there exists a constant C depending on the
parameter ε and the dimension d such that #tQ PW3 : Q˚ “ Su ď C.
• The long distance is invariant in the following sense:
DpQ1˚ , Q2˚ q « DpQ1, Q2q and DpQ1˚ , Sq « DpQ1, Sq (3.1)
• In particular, if Q1X2Q2 ‰ H (Q1 and Q2 are neighbors by (2.1)), then DpQ1˚ , Q2˚ q « `pQ1q.
We define the family of bump functions tψQuQPW2 to be a partition of the unity associated to 
11
10Q
(
QPW2 , that is, their sum
ř
ψQ ” 1, they satisfy the pointwise inequalities 0 ď ψQ ď χ 11
10Q
and
››∇jψQ››8 À 1`pQqj for j ď k.
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Figure 3.2: Pairs of cubes Q and Q˚ by the symmetrization relation.
Norman G. Meyers introduced a collection of projections L : W k,ppQq Ñ Pk in [Mey78] which
allows us to iterate the Poincare´ inequality. Peter Jones uses the following particular simple case,
whose existence is granted by elementary linear algebra:
Definition 3.2. Let Q Ă Rd. Given f P L1pQq with weak derivatives up to order k, we define
PkQf P Pk as the unique polynomial of degree smaller or equal than k such thatż
Q
DβPkQf dm “
ż
Q
Dβf dm (3.2)
for every multiindex β P Nd with |β| ď k.
Lemma 3.3 (see [PT15, Lemma 4.2]). Given a cube Q and f PW k,1pQq, the polynomial PkQf P Pk
exists and is unique. Furthermore, this polynomial has the following properties:
1. Let xQ be the center of Q. If we consider the Taylor expansion of P
k
Qf at xQ,
PkQfpyq “
ÿ
γPNd
|γ|ďk
mQ,γpy ´ xQqγ , (3.3)
then the coefficients mQ,γ are bounded by
|mQ,γ | ď ck
kÿ
j“|γ|
››∇jf››
L1pQq`pQqj´|γ|´d. (3.4)
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In particular,
››P kQf››LppQq ď ck kÿ
j“0
`pQqj››∇jf››
LppQq for 1 ď p ď 8. (3.5)
2. Furthermore, if f PW k,ppQq, for 1 ď p ď 8 we have
}f ´PkQf}LppQq ď C`pQqk
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqQ››LppQq. (3.6)
Here and through all the text pfqQ will denote the mean of f in a cube Q, with f possibly
vector-valued.
3. Given a uniform domain Ω with Whitney covering W, given β P Nd0 with |β| ď k and given
two Whitney cubes Q,S PW and f PW k,ppΩq,
››DβpPkSf ´PkQfq››LppSq ď ÿ
PPrS,Qs
`pSq dpDpP, Sqk´|β|
`pP q dp
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqP ››LppP q. (3.7)
We can define the operator
Λkfpxq “ fpxqχΩpxq `
ÿ
QPW3
ψQpxqP kQ˚fpxq for any f PW 1,kloc pΩq.
This function is defined almost everywhere because the boundary of the domain Ω has zero
Lebesgue measure (see [Jon81, Lemma 2.3]).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let f P Asp,qpΩq. We want to check that Λkf PW k,ppRnq and
}Λkf}Asp,qpRnq ď C}f}Asp,qpΩq.
The case k “ 0 is shown in [PS17, Theorem 1.4]. Although it is not in the statement of that
theorem, its proof can be extended to the case of unbounded Ω and q “ 8, see Theorem A.1 in
the Appendix.
Let us assume that k ě 1, and consider α P Nd0 with |α| ď k. First we check that the
distributional derivative DαΛkf P LppRdq and it coincides with χΩDαf `řQPW3 DαpψQP kQ˚q. To
do so, for every cube Q consider the polynomial
P˚ kQ :“ P kQ ´ P k´1Q ,
and let
Λ˚kf :“ Λkf ´ Λk´1f “
ÿ
QPW3
ψQP˚
k
Q˚ .
Since f P W k,ppΩq and Λk´1 : W k,ppΩq Ñ W k,ppRdq, we have that Λk´1f P W k,ppRdq and since
the boundary of Ω has Lebesgue measure zero, the weak derivative coincides with its restrictions
to Ω and Ω
c
, that is,
DαΛk´1f “ χΩDαΩf ` χΩcDαΩcΛk´1f “ χΩDαf `
ÿ
QPW3
DαpψQP k´1Q˚ q,
where we denoted DαU for the weak derivative on an open set U . Thus, we only need to check thatÿ
QPW3
DαpψQP˚ kQ˚q is an Lp function (3.8)
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for every such α, and then show that
DαΛ˚kf “
ÿ
QPW3
DαpψQP˚ kQ˚q. (3.9)
For multiindices α and β we say β ă α whenever βj ă αj for 1 ď j ď d. Now, given β ă α and
Q PW1, we have that ż
Q
DβP kQf “
ż
Q
Dβf “
ż
Q
DβP k´1Q f,
and applying Poincare´ inequality recursively and (3.5), we obtain›››DβP˚ kQf›››
LppQq
ď `pQq|α´β|
›››∇|α|P˚ kQf›››
LppQq
À `pQq|α´β|p1` `pQqqk´|α|
›››∇|α|f›››
Wk´|α|,ppQq
.
Thus, using the finite overlapping of the enlarged cubes of the Whitney covering, the equivalence
of the norms of polynomials and the previous fact, we getż
Rd
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
QPW3
DαpψQP˚ kQ˚fqpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dx À
ÿ
QPW3
ÿ
βďα
ż
11
10Q
`pQq´|α´β|p|DβP˚ kQ˚fpxq|pdx
À
ÿ
QPW3
ÿ
βďα
`pQq´|α´β|p
›››DβP˚ kQ˚f›››p
LppQ˚q
À
ÿ
QPW1
ÿ
βďα
p1` `0qpk´|α|qp
›››∇|α|f›››p
Wk´|α|,ppQq
À
›››∇|α|f›››p
Wk´|α|,ppΩq
,
showing (3.8).
Now, this boundedness also implies that, given ϕ P C8c pRdq and β ď α, we getż
Rd
Dβϕpxq
ÿ
Q
Dα´βpψQP˚ kQ˚fqpxq dx “
ÿ
Q
ż
11
10Q
DβϕpxqDα´βpψQP˚ kQ˚fqpxq dx
because the integral is absolutely convergent. Thus,
p´1q|α|xΛ˚kf,Dαϕy “ p´1q|α|
ż
Rd
Dαϕ
ÿ
Q
pψQP˚ kQ˚fq “ p´1q|α|
ÿ
Q
ż
11
10Q
DαϕψQP˚
k
Q˚f
“
ÿ
Q
ż
11
10Q
ϕDαpψQP˚ kQ˚fq “
ż
Ω
ϕ
ÿ
Q
DαpψQP˚ kQ˚fq
where all the integrals are taken with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and (3.9) follows.
It remains to show that
}DαΛkf} 9Aσp,qpRnq ď C}f}Asp,qpΩq
for |α| “ k. Since
DαΛkf “ DαfχΩ `
ÿ
QPW3
DαpψQP kQ˚fq “ DαfχΩ `
ÿ
QPW3
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
Dα´βψQDβP kQ˚f
“ Λ0pDαfq `
ÿ
βăα
ˆ
α
β
˙ ÿ
QPW3
Dα´βψQDβP kQ˚f. (3.10)
Now, from [PS17, Theorem 1.4] we already have
}Λ0pDαfq}Aσp,qpRnq ď C}Dαf}Aσp,qpΩq ď C}f}Asp,qpΩq
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(see the appendix for the case of unbounded Ω or q “ 8). Thus, for every |β| ă k we need to
control
β :“
››››› ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψPDβP kP˚f
›››››
p
9Aσp,qpRnq
“
ż
Ω
˜ż
Ωc
|řPPW3 Dα´βψP pyqDβP kP˚fpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
`
ż
Ωc
˜ż
Ω
|řPPW3 Dα´βψP pxqDβP kP˚fpxq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
`
ż
Ωc
˜ż
Ωc
|řPPW3 `pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpxq ´ pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpyq˘ |q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
“ β.a ` β.b ` β.c . (3.11)
In case q “ 8, the Lq norm in y is changed by an L8 norm as usual.
First we study the term β.a . Breaking the domain of integration into Whitney cubes, we need
to use a slight variation of the covering: If S has a neighbor in W3, we say that S P W 13 and, in
case S PW 13zW3, then we define S˚ to be the symmetrized of a convenient neighbor. We add and
subtract the evaluation at y of the approximating polynomial at the symmetrized cube S˚. We
get that
β.a “
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ż
S
|řPPW3:PX2S‰HDα´βψP pyqDβP kP˚fpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx (3.12)
À
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ż
S
|řPPW3:PX2S‰HDα´βψP pyqpDβP kP˚fpyq ´DβP kS˚fpyqq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ż
S
|řPPW3:PX2S‰HDα´βψP pyqDβP kS˚fpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx “ β.a.1 ` β.a.2
For the main part, β.a.1 , we take absolute values and we use that |Dα´βψP pyq| À `pSq´|α´β|.
Moreover we develop the telescopic summation (3.7) along an admissible chain connecting P˚ and
S˚:
β.a.1 À
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
`pSq´|α´β|q
ÿ
PX2S‰H
››DβP kP˚f ´DβP kS˚f››qLqpSq
DpQ,Sqσq`d ‚˛
p
q
dx
À
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ÿ
PX2S‰H
ÿ
LPrP˚,S˚s
`pS˚qdDpL, S˚q|α´β|q››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››qLqpLq.
`pSq|α´β|q`pLqdDpQ,Sqσq`d ‚˛
p
q
dx.
Note that since the cubes 2SXP ‰ H, they have comparable size and DpS˚, P˚q « `pSq by (3.1).
Thus, combining (2.2) and (2.3), it is clear that all the elements L P rP˚, S˚s have comparable size
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and DpL, S˚q « `pSq. Moreover, by (3.1), it follows that DpQ,Sq « DpQ,S˚q « DpQ,Lq, leaving
β.a.1 À
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ÿ
PX2S‰H
ÿ
LPrP˚,S˚s
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››qLqpLq.
DpQ,Lqσq`d ‚˛
p
q
dx.
To complete the reduction, note that for every L P W1 the number of candidates S P W 13 and
P X 2S ‰ H such that L P rS˚, P˚s is uniformly bounded by a dimensional constant. Therefore,
we can use Lemma 3.4 below to get
β.a.1 À
ÿ
QPW1
˜ ÿ
LPW1
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››qLqpLq.
DpQ,Lqσq`d
¸ p
q
`pQqd À C››∇kf››p9Aσp,qpΩq. (3.13)
If q “ 8 the same can be obtained by trivial modifications.
On the other hand, we define W4 :“ tS PW3 : all the neighbors of S are in W3u. Given y P S
for S PW4, we have that řPPW3 Dα´βψP pyq “ 0. We get that
β.a.2 ď
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13zW4
ż
S
|řPX2S‰HDα´βψP pyqDβP kS˚fpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx.
If S PW 13zW4, then `pSq « `0 and thus,
››Dα´βψP ››8 « `´|α´β|0 . Summing up,
β.a.2 À
ÿ
QPW1
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13zW4
`
´|α´β|q`d
0
››DβP kS˚f››qL8pSq
DpQ,Sqσq`d ‚˛
p
q
`pQqd.
In case p ď q ď 8, the term can be controlled using the subadditivity of the sum, the equiva-
lence of norms on polynomials and (2.9):
β.a.2 À `´|α´β|p`d
p
q´d
0
ÿ
QPW1
ÿ
SPW 13zW4
››DβP kS˚f››pLppS˚q`pQqd
DpQ,Sqσp`d pq À`0
ÿ
SPW 13zW4
››DβP kS˚f››pLppS˚q.
For S PW 13zW4, since DβP kS˚f “ P k´|β|S˚ Dβf , by (3.5) we have››DβP kS˚f››LppS˚q À`0 ››Dβf››Wk´|β|,ppS˚q. (3.14)
Thus,
β.a.2 À`0 }f}pWk,ppΩq. (3.15)
On the other hand, in case q ă p ă 8, using the equivalence of norms on polynomials and
(3.14) we can write
β.a.2 À`0
ÿ
QPW1
`pQqd
˜ ÿ
SPW1
››Dβf››q
Wk´|β|,1pSq
`pSqσq`d´dq
DpQ,Sqσq`d
¸ p
q
.
By Lemma 3.5 below we get
β.a.2 À`0 }f}pWk,ppΩq.
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By (3.12), (3.13) and (3.15), we get
β.a À }f}pAsp,qpΩq. (3.16)
Next we repeat the argument for β.b . This case is simpler, because we can use (2.7) to obtain
β.b “
ż
Ωc
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pxqDβP kP˚fpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
pˆż
Ω
1
|x´ y|σq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
À
ÿ
QPW 13
`pQq´σp
ż
Q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
Dα´βψP pxqDβP kP˚fpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dx.
If q “ 8 we can obtain the same estimate.
As before, we add and subtract a constant for every x in the integration range to obtain
β.b À
ÿ
QPW 13
`pQq´σp´|α´β|p
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
ż
Q
ˇˇ
DβP kP˚fpxq ´DβP kQ˚fpxq
ˇˇp
dx (3.17)
`
ÿ
QPW 13zW4
`pQq´σp´|α´β|p
ż
Q
ˇˇ
DβP kQ˚fpxq
ˇˇp
dx “ β.b.1 ` β.b.2 .
In the first term, we use again (3.7) and the fact that `pP q « `pQq « `pLq « DpQ,Lq for every
2QX P ‰ H and L P rQ˚, P˚s:
β.b.1 À
ÿ
LPW1
`pLq´σp››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››pLppLq,
Note that by Jensen’s inequality we have that
ÿ
LPW1
`pLq´σp››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››pLppLq “ ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
ˆ 
L
∇kfpxq ´∇kfpξq
`pLqσ dξ
˙p
dx (3.18)
À
ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
ˆż
L
|∇kfpxq ´∇kfpξq|q
`pLqσq`d dξ
˙ p
q
dx À ››∇kf››p9Aσp,qpΩq.
Thus,
β.b.1 À ››∇kf››p9Aσp,qpΩq. (3.19)
On the other hand, we need to control the term
β.b.2 « `´σp´|α´β|p0
ÿ
QPW 13zW4
››DβP kQ˚f››pLppQqÀ`0 ÿ
QPW1:`pQq“`0
››DβP kQf››pLppQq.
By (3.4) we have that
β.b.2 À`0 }f}pWk,ppΩq.
Combining this with (3.17) and (3.19), we get
β.b À }f}pAsp,qpΩq. (3.20)
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Finally we need to deal with the term
β.c “
ż
Ωc
˜ż
Ωc
|řPPW3 `pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpxq ´ pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpyq˘ |q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx. (3.21)
Here we will use the previous techniques but some additional tools have to be used to tackle the
case distpx, yq ăă distpx, BΩq, so we separate the integration regions with this idea in mind. We
get
β.c ď
ÿ
QPW4
ż
Q
˜ż
Bpx, `pQq10 q
ˇˇř
P
`pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpxq ´ pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpyq˘ˇˇq
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW2zW4
ż
Q
˜ż
Bpx, `pQq10 q
ˇˇř
P pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpxq ´ pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpyq
ˇˇq
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW2
ż
Q
˜ż
ΩczBpx, `pQq10 q
ˇˇř
P pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpxq ´ pDα´βψPDβP kP˚fqpyq
ˇˇq
|x´ y|σq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
“: β.c.1 ` β.c.2 ` β.c.3 . (3.22)
If x P Q PW4 and y P Bpx, `pQq{10q, then we can use the fact thatÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pyq “
ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pxq “ 0,
and we can plug in constants that depend on x or on y. We will bound the numerator of the first
term in (3.22) byˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
pDα´βψP pxq ´Dα´βψP pyqqpDβP kP˚fpxqq `Dα´βψP pyqpDβP kP˚fpxq ´DβP kP˚fpyqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
pDα´βψP pxq ´Dα´βψP pyqqpDβP kP˚fpxq ´DβP kQ˚fpxqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (3.23)
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pyq
`pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fqpxq ´ pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fqpyq˘
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
β.c.1 À
ÿ
QPW4
ż
Q
¨˚
˝ż
Bpx, `pQq10 q
ÿ
PPW3
PX2Q‰H
››∇Dα´βψP ››q8
ˇˇˇ
DβP kP˚fpxq ´DβP kQ˚fpxq
ˇˇˇq
|x´ y|pσ´1qq`d dy
‹˛‚
p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW4
ż
Q
¨˚
˝ż
Bpx, `pQq10 q
ÿ
PPW3
PX2Q‰H
››Dα´βψP ››q8
›››∇pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fq›››q
L8pP q
|x´ y|pσ´1qq`d dy
‹˛‚
p
q
dx
“ β.c.1.1 ` β.c.1.2 , (3.24)
with the usual modifications when q “ 8.
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In the first term above, we integrate on y, we use the control on the derivatives of the bump
functions and we plug (3.7) in to get
β.c.1.1 À
ÿ
QPW4
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
`pP q´p|α´β|`1qp››DβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚f››pLppQq`pQqp1´σqp
À
ÿ
LPW1
`pLq´p|α´β|`1qp`pLqp1´σqp `pLq
d`pLqp|α´β|qp
`pLqd
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››LppLq
so, by (3.18) we get
β.c.1.1 À
ÿ
LPW1
`pLq´σp››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››LppLq À ››∇kf››p9Aσp,qpΩq. (3.25)
Note that the equivalence of norms of polynomials implies››∇pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fq››pL8pP q`pP qd « ››∇pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fq››pLppP q.
Thus, in the second term, using the same reasoning as above we get
β.c.1.2 À
ÿ
QPW4
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
`pP q´|α´β|p››∇pDβP kP˚f ´DβP kQ˚fq››pL8pP q`pQqp1´σqp`d
À
ÿ
LPW1
`pLq´|α´β|p `pLq
d`pLqp|α´β|´1qp
`pLqd
››∇kf ´ p∇kfqL››LppLq`pLqp1´σqp
and we get the same case as before. By (3.24) and (3.25) we get
β.c.1 À ››∇kf››p9Aσp,qpΩq. (3.26)
Next we deal with the term β.c.2 . Whenever x P Q P W2zW4 and y P Ωc X Bpx, `pQq{10q Ă
11
10Q, we bound the numerator in (3.22) by the left-hand side of (3.23) above:
β.c.2 À
ÿ
QPW2zW4
ż
Q
˜ż
11
10Q
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
››∇Dα´βψP ››q8
ˇˇ
DβP kP˚fpxq
ˇˇq
|x´ y|pσ´1qq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW2zW4
ż
Q
¨˝ż
11
10Q
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
››Dα´βψP ››q8
››∇DβP kP˚f››qL8p 1110Qq
|x´ y|pσ´1qq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx.
Note that only cubes Q P W 13 have neighbors P P W3. Both terms are controlled by integrating
on y again and using the control on the derivatives of the bump functions together with (3.5) and
the finite overlapping of symmetrized cubes to get
β.c.2 À
ÿ
QPW 13zW4
ÿ
PPW3:PX2Q‰H
p`´p|α´β|`1qp0 ` `´p|α´β|qp0 q
››|DβP kP˚f | ` |∇DβP kP˚f |››pLppQq`p1´σqp0
«
ÿ
QPW 13zW4
}f}pWk,ppQ˚q À }f}pWk,ppΩq. (3.27)
If q “ 8, elementary modifications yield the same result.
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Let us consider the case x P Q P W2, y P ΩczBpx, `pQq10 q. In this case we will bound the
numerator in (3.22) above byˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pxqDβP kP˚fpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
PPW3
Dα´βψP pyqDβP kP˚fpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (3.28)
We obtain
β.c.3 À
ÿ
QPW2
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW 13
ż
S
ˇˇˇř
PPW3:PX2S‰HD
α´βψP pyqDβP kP˚fpyq
ˇˇˇq
DpQ,Sqσq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW 13
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW2
ż
S
ˇˇˇř
PPW3:PX2Q‰HD
α´βψP pxqDβP kP˚fpxq
ˇˇˇq
DpQ,Sqσq`d dy‚˛
p
q
dx
“ β.c.3.1 ` β.c.3.2 .
Now, β.c.3.1 is bounded as β.a , and β.c.3.2 is bounded as β.b without much change. Combining
these estimates we obtain
β.c.3 À }f}pAsp,qpΩq. (3.29)
Combining (3.22), (3.26), (3.27) and (3.29) we have
β.c À }f}pAsp,qpΩq,
which combined with (3.11), (3.16) and (3.20), leads to
β À }f}pAsp,qpΩq
and the theorem follows.
It remains to proof a couple of technical lemmata used during the proof of the boundedness of
the extension operator.
Lemma 3.4. Let d ě 1 be a natural number, let 0 ă σ ă 1, let 1 ď p ă 8, and let 1 ď q ď 8
with σ ą dp ´ dq . There exists a constant C such that for every f P LppΩq,
ÿ
QPW1YW2
˜ ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|q
DpQ,Lqσq`d dy
¸ p
q
`pQqd ď C}f}p9Aσp,qpΩq,
with the usual modifications when q “ 8.
Proof. Let us write
A :“
ÿ
QPW1YW2
˜ ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|q
DpQ,Lqσq`d dy
¸ p
q
`pQqd.
Consider first the case 1 ď p “ q ă 8. In this case we can change the order of summation, and
it is enough to bound
A “
ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|pdy
ÿ
QPW1YW2
`pQqd
DpQ,Lqσp`d .
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The sum in Q is controlled by (2.9), and using Jensen’s inequality we obtain
A À
ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|pdy 1
`pLqσp À
ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
ż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|p
`pLqσp`d dξ dy Àd }f}
p
9Aσp,ppΩq.
The case p ă q ă 8 is gotten by a slight modification, and using the fact that x ÞÑ x pq is
sub-aditive. Indeed, note that given y P L PW1, we obtain that
A ď
ÿ
QPW1YW2
ÿ
LPW1
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|q
DpQ,Lqσq`d dy
˙ p
q
`pQqd.
Again we can change the order of summation. Now we will use thatÿ
QPW1YW2
`pQqd
DpQ,Lqσp` dpq
À `pLqd´σp´ dpq
by (2.9), since σp ` dpq ą d by assumption. On the other hand, using Minkowski and Jensen’s
inequalities we have thatˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|q dy
˙ p
q
ď
˜ 
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|qdy
˙ 1
q
dξ
¸p
ď
 
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|qdy
˙ p
q
dξ.
Thus,
A ď
ÿ
LPW1
 
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|qdy
˙ p
q
dξ `pLqd´σp´ dpq “
ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|q
`pLqσq`d dy
˙ p
q
dξ,
and the lemma follows. The case p ă q “ 8 is obtained by trivial modifications using σp ą d.
For the case p ą q ą 1 we will follow a longer reasoning, using Lemma 3.5 below. As above,
by Minkowski’s inequality we getˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fL|q dy
˙ 1
q
ď
 
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|qdy
˙ 1
q
dξ À
ż
L
ˆż
L
|fpyq ´ fpξq|q
|y ´ ξ|σq`d dy
˙ 1
q dξ
`pLqd´σ´ dq
.
Thus, writing Dσq fpξq :“
´ş
Ω
|fpyq´fpξq|q
|y´ξ|σq`d dy
¯ 1
q
, we get
A À
ÿ
QPW1YW2
˜ ÿ
LPW1
ˆż
L
Dσq fpξqdξ
˙q ˜
`pLqσ` dq´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
¸q¸ pq
`pQqd. (3.30)
By Lemma 3.5, we get
A
1
p À ››Dσq f››LppΩq “ }f} 9Aσp,qpΩq,
and the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.5. Let d ě 1 be a natural number, let 0 ă σ ă 1, let 1 ď q ă p ă 8. There exists a
constant C such that for every h P LppΩq,¨˝ ÿ
QPW1YW2
˜ ÿ
LPW1
}h}qL1pLq
˜
`pLqσ` dq´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
¸q¸ pq
`pQqd‚˛
1
p
À }h}Lp .
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Proof. We will use duality and the boundedness of the maximal operator in L
prp for q ă rp ă p.
First consider fpx, yq “ řQPW1 řLPW1 χQpxqχLpyq}h}L1pLq `pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
. Then by duality we get
B :“ }f}LpxpLqyq “ sup}g}
L
p1
x
ˆ
L
q1
y
˙ď1
ż
Ω
ż
Ω
fpx, yqgpx, yq dy dx
“ sup
}g}
L
p1
x
ˆ
L
q1
y
˙ď1
ÿ
QPW1
ÿ
LPW1
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx.
Consider a function g such that }g}
Lp
1
x
´
Lq
1
y
¯ ď 1. In the sum above, for every Q and L appearing
in the sum we consider a chain rQ,Ls with central cube R “ QL. Then, using (2.4) and reordering
we get
B g :“
ÿ
QPW1
ÿ
LPW1
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
`pQLqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx
ď
ÿ
QPW1
ÿ
R:QPSHpRq
ÿ
LPSHpRq
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
`pRqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx
ď
ÿ
RPW1
1
`pRqσ` dq
ÿ
QPSHpRq
ż
Q
ÿ
LPSHpRq
}h}L1pLq`pLqσ´d
ˆż
L
gpx, yqq1 dy
˙ 1
q1
`pLq dq dx.
Next we apply the generalized Ho¨lder inequality to get
B g ď
ÿ
RPW1
1
`pRqσ` dq
ÿ
QPSHpRq
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
ż
L
gpx, yqq1 dy‚˛
1
q1
dx
¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
˜ }h}L1pLq
`pLqdp1´ 1rp q
¸rp‚˛1rp ¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
´
`pLqσ` dq´ drp
¯ rpqrp´q ‚˛
rp´qrpq
.
Let us bound the three terms. First, by increasing the domain of integration, we have that¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
ż
L
gpx, yqq1 dy‚˛
1
q1
ď }gpx, ¨q}Lq1 pΩq “: Gpxq.
Secondly, by the Ho¨lder inequality and (2.10) we get
ÿ
LPSHpRq
˜ }h}L1pLq
`pLqdp1´ 1rp q
¸rp
ď
ÿ
LPSHpRq
ż
L
|hpxq|rp dx ď `pRqd inf
ζPRM
´
|h|rp¯ pζq.
Finally, by (2.9) we get¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
´
`pLqσ` dq´ drp
¯ rpqrp´q ‚˛
rp´qrpq
“
¨˝ ÿ
LPSHpRq
´
`pLq σ rpqrp´q`d
¯‚˛
rp´qrpq
À `pRqσ` dq´ drp .
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All together, we have gotten
B g ď
ÿ
RPW1
1
`pRqσ` dq
ÿ
QPSHpRq
ż
Q
Gpxq dx
ˆ
`pRqd inf
ζPRM
´
|h|rp¯ pζq˙ 1rp `pRqσ` dq´ drp .
Using (2.10) again we get that
ř
QPSHpRq
ş
Q
Gpxq dx À ş
R
MGpζq dζ and, computing we get
B g ď
ÿ
RPW1
ż
R
MGpζq
´
M
´
|h|rp¯ pζq¯ 1rp dζ ď }MG}Lp1 pΩq›››M ´|h|rp¯››› 1rp
L
prp pΩq
À }G}Lp1 pΩq
›››|h|rp››› 1rp
L
prp pΩq “ }g}Lp1x pΩqpLq1y pΩqq}h}LppΩq ď }h}LppΩq.
Finally the case p ą q “ 1 works with trivial modifications, noting that q1 “ 8.
On the other hand, for fpx, yq “ řQPW2 řLPW1 χQpxqχLpyq}h}L1pLq `pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
, again by dual-
ity we get
C :“ }f}LpxpLqyq “ sup}g}
L
p1
x
ˆ
L
q1
y
˙ď1
ÿ
QPW2
ÿ
LPW1
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx.
The estimate
C1 :“
ÿ
QPW3
ÿ
LPW1
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx ď C}h}LppΩq.
is obtained changing rQ,Ls by rQ˚, Ls and Q P SHpRq by Q˚ P SHpRq in the preceding proof.
If Ω is unbounded the same can be done for the sum in Q P W2zW3, because Q˚ is always
defined. If, instead, Ω is bounded, then using DpQ,Lq ě `pQq we get
C2 :“
ÿ
QPW2zW3
ÿ
LPW1
}h}L1pLq
`pLqσ´d
DpQ,Lqσ` dq
ż
Q
ż
L
gpx, yq dy dx
ď
ÿ
QPW2zW3
1
`pQqσ` dq
ż
Q
˜ ÿ
LPW1
ż
L
gpx, yqq1 dy
¸ 1
q1
dx
˜ ÿ
LPW1
˜ }h}L1pLq
`pLqdp1´ 1p q
¸p¸ 1p ˜ ÿ
LPW1
´
`pLqσ` dq´ dp
¯ pq
p´q
¸ p´q
pq
ď
ÿ
QPW2zW3
1
`pQqσ` dq
ż
Q
Gpxq dx}h}LppΩqdiampΩqσ`
d
q´ dp
ď
¨˝ ÿ
QPW2zW3
1
`pQqpσ` dq´ dp qp
‚˛1p }G}Lp1 pΩcq}h}LppΩqdiampΩqσ` dq´ dp .
The last sum is a convergent geometric series because σ` dq ´ dp ą 0 by assumption and the number
of cubes of a given size is uniformly bounded by a constant which depends on `0, that is, on the
uniformity constants and the diameter of the domain.
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4 Proof of the main result
Proof of Corollary 1.1. From [PS17, Theorem 1.2] it follows that
}f}F sp,q « }f}Wk,maxtp,qu `
˜ż
Rd
ˆż
Rd
|∇kfpxq ´∇kfpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
¸ 1
p
.
However, condition f P W k,maxtp,qu is not necessary: Given a function g P L1loc and q ě p, it
follows that
}g}LqpRdq À }g}LppRdq `
˜ż
Rd
ˆż
Rd
|gpxq ´ gpyq|q
|x´ y|σq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
¸ 1
p
(see [PS17, estimate (3.8)], which is valid for any open set).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.5 we get
}f}F sp,qpΩq “ infg|Ω”f }g}F sp,qpRdq « infg|Ω”f }g}Asp,qpRdq ď
››Λkf››
Asp,qpRdq À }f}Asp,qpΩq.
On the other hand, again by Corollary 1.1 we get the converse
}f}Asp,qpΩq ď infg|Ω”f }g}Asp,qpRdq « infg|Ω”f }g}F sp,qpRdq “ }f}F sp,qpΩq.
A Endpoint cases and unbounded domains
The extension theorem for k “ 0 in [PS17, Theorem1.4] is only proven for bounded domains and
for 1 ă p, q ă 8. The cases p “ 1 or q “ 1 the proof can be run with no changes at all. Below
we detail how to adapt the proof of the extension theorem for k “ 0 including the endpoint q “ 8
and with Ω possibly unbounded:
Theorem A.1. Let Ω Ă Rd be a uniform domain, 1 ď p ă 8, 1 ď q ď 8 and 0 ă s ă 1 with
s ą dp ´ dq . Then Λ0 as described in Section 3 is a bounded extension operator mapping Asp,qpΩq to
F sp,qpRdq.
In particular, Asp,qpΩq “ F sp,qpΩq in the sense of equivalent norms.
Sketch of the proof. Next we list the changes needed in the original proof in order to include the
case of unbounded domains and the endpoint q “ 8.
First of all, although we can take `0 “ 8 in [PS17, Definition of Λ0] when Ω is unbounded, this
would not satisfy (3.10). Thus, we need to assume `0 to be finite (`0 “ 1 would do the job).
The sketch of the proof is the same as in the original article. When q “ 8 we need to define
a “
ż
Ω
sup
yPΩc
|fpxq ´ Λ0fpyq|p
|x´ y|sp dx,
b “
ż
Ωc
sup
yPΩ
|Λ0fpxq ´ fpyq|p
|x´ y|sp dx,
and
c “
ż
Ωc
sup
yPΩc
|Λ0fpxq ´ Λ0fpyq|p
|x´ y|sp dx.
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We can bound a À a1 ` a2 in the same way as in the original article. In case Ω is
unbounded, the term
a1 “
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
˜ ÿ
SPW3
|fpxq ´ fS˚ |q
DpQ,Sqsq`d `pSq
d
¸ p
q
dx
is bounded using the Jensen inequality without variation with respect to the original argument. If
q “ 8, use that |fpxq ´ fS˚ |p ď
ffl
S˚ |fpxq ´ fpξq|p dξ to obtain
a1 “
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
sup
SPW3
|fpxq ´ fS˚ |p
DpQ,Sqsp dx À
ż
Ω
sup
SPW1
sup
ξPS
|fpxq ´ fpξq|p
|x´ ξ|sp dx “ }f}
p
9Asp,8pΩq.
Here and in the remaining of the appendix, we write supremum for the essential supremum with
respect to the Lebesgue measure.
To control
a2 “
ÿ
QPW1
ż
Q
¨˝ ÿ
SPW2zW4
|fpxq|q
DpQ,Sqsq`d `pSq
d‚˛
p
q
dx
in the unbounded case, use thatÿ
SPW2zW4
`pSqd
DpQ,Sqsq`d À
ż
Rd
1
p|x| ` `0qsq`d dx «
1
`sq0
to obtain a2 À }f}
p
LppΩq
`sp0
. An analogous inequality works whenever q “ 8.
In b a similar decomposition is used. The term
b1 “
ÿ
QPW3
`pQqd
˜ ÿ
SPW1
ż
S
|fQ˚ ´ fpyq|q
DpQ,Sqsq`d dy
¸ p
q
is bounded without change both in the unbounded case and in case q “ 8, using the Minkowski
inequality ›››››ÿ
S
ş
Q˚ |fpξq ´ fp¨q| dξ
DpQ˚, Sqs`d{q χS
›››››
Lq
ď
ż
Q˚
›››››ÿ
S
|fpξq ´ fp¨q|
DpQ˚, Sqs`d{q χS
›››››
Lq
dξ
to obtain b1 À }f}p9Asp,qpΩq.
The first term that needs a different approach is
b2 “
ÿ
QPW2zW4
`pQqd
ˆż
Ω
|fpyq|q
distpy,Qqsq`d dy
˙ p
q
If Ω is unbounded, all cubes in W2 have a symmetrized cube, but if Ω is bounded this is not true.
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Thus, we add an subtract fpxq for x P Q˚ or in a fixed Q0 PW1 to get
b2 À
ÿ
QPW2zW4:DQ˚
ż
Q˚
ˆż
Ω
|fpyq ´ fpxq|q
|x´ y|sq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
`
ÿ
QPW2zW4:DQ˚
ż
Q˚
|fpxq|pdx
ˆż
Ω
1
distpy,Qqsq`d dy
˙ p
q
`
ÿ
QPW2zW4:EQ˚
ż
Q0
ˆż
Ω
|fpyq ´ fpxq|q
distpy,Qqsq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
`pQqd
`pQ0qd
`
ÿ
QPW2zW4:EQ˚
ż
Q0
|fpxq|pdx
ˆż
Ω
1
distpy,Qqsq`d dy
˙ p
q `pQqd
`pQ0qd “ b3 ` b4 ` b5 ` b6 .
The first term is controlled trivially by b3 À }f}p9Asp,qpΩq. For the second, note that being `pQq ě `0,
we have that
ş
Rd
1
distpy,Qqsq`d dy À `´sq0 , so b4 À }f}pLppΩq`´sp0 . If q “ 8 the same applies in both
cases.
If Ω was unbounded, the last two terms, b5 and b6 would vanish. Thus, we can assume Ω
to be bounded, and then we only need to deal with q “ 8. The first one is
b5 “
ÿ
QPW2zW4:
EQ˚
ż
Q0
sup
yPΩ
|fpyq ´ fpxq|p
distpy,Qqsp dx
`pQqd
`pQ0qd ď
ż
Q0
sup
yPΩ
|fpyq ´ fpxq|pdx
ÿ
QPW2zW4:
EQ˚
`pQ0q´d
`pQqsp´d .
The last sum is a convergent geometric sum as long as Ω is bounded. We get
b5 À `pQ0q
sp´d
`sp´d0
}f}p9Asp,qpΩq.
To end,
b6 “
ÿ
QPW2zW4:EQ˚
ż
Q0
|fpxq|pdx sup
yPΩ
1
distpy,Qqsp
`pQqd
`pQ0qd “
ż
Q0
|fpxq|pdx
ÿ
QPW2zW4:EQ˚
`pQ0q´d
`pQqsp´d
and b6 À }f}
p
LppΩq
`sp´d0
`pQ0q´d.
The last term c can be obtained by means of all the techniques described above and we omit
the details here.
Theorem A.2. Let Ω be a uniform domain with an admissible Whitney coveringW, let 0 ă s ă 1,
1 ď p ă 8 and 1 ď q ď 8. If f P L1locpΩq then
}f} rAsp,qpΩq :“
¨˝ ÿ
QPW
ż
Q
˜ż
ShpQq
|fpxq ´ fpyq|q
|x´ y|sq`d dy
¸ p
q
dx‚˛
1
p
« }f} 9Asp,qpΩq.
Proof. The case 1 ă p, q ă 8 is essentially contained [PS17, Lemma 4.1, Remark 4.2], with Ω
bounded, since the restrictions f P Lp, s ą dp ´ dq and the boundedness of Ω are never used along
that proof. The same proof can be applied in the case 1 ď p, q ă 8 with the usual modifications
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when the dual exponents are not finite. It remains to show the case q “ 8, 1 ď p ă 8, when the
duality argument cannot be used.
In this case,
}f}p9Asp,qpΩq “
ż
Ω
sup
yPΩ
|fpxq ´ fpyq|p
|x´ y|sp dx
and
}f}prAsp,qpΩq “
ÿ
QPW
ż
Q
sup
yPShpQq
|fpxq ´ fpyq|p
|x´ y|sp dx.
The fact that }f}prAsp,qpΩq ď }f}p9Asp,qpΩq is trivial. To see the converse, it suffices to show thatÿ
QPW
ż
Q
sup
SPW
sup
yPS
|fpxq ´ fpyq|p
DpQ,Sqsp dx À }f}
prAsp,qpΩq.
Using as usual admissible chains joining ths cubes in consideration and the triangle inequality it
is enough to show that
1 :“
ÿ
QPW
ż
Q
sup
SPW
|fpxq ´ fQ|p
DpQ,Sqsp dx À }f}
prAsp,qpΩq,
2 :“
ÿ
QPW
`pQqd sup
SPW
|fQ ´ fQS |p
DpQ,Sqsp À }f}
prAsp,qpΩq,
and
3 :“
ÿ
QPW
`pQqd sup
SPW
sup
yPS
|fQS ´ fpyq|p
DpQ,Sqsp À }f}
prAsp,qpΩq.
The first sum can be bounded almost immediately. Indeed, |fpxq ´ fQ| ď supξPQ |fpxq ´ fpξq|
and supS
1
DpQ,Sqsp ď `pQq´sp, so
1 À
ÿ
Q
ż
Q
sup
ξPQ
|fpxq ´ fpξq|p
|x´ ξ|sp dx ď }f}
prAsp,qpΩq.
In the second case, we use the subchain rQ,QSs Ă rQ,Ss to write
2 ď
ÿ
Q
sup
S
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
PPrQ,QSq
pfP ´ fN pP qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
`pQqd
DpQ,Sqsp ,
where N pP q stands for ‘the next cube in the chain’. Using the Ho¨lder inequality, (2.6) and (2.4)
we get
2 À
ÿ
Q
sup
S
ÿ
PPrQ,QSq
|fP ´ fN pP q|p`pP q´sp{2`pQSqsp{2 `pQq
d
DpQ,Sqsp
À
ÿ
Q
sup
R:QPSHpRq
sup
SPSHpRq
ÿ
PPSHpRq:QPSHpP q
 
P
 
5P
|fpξq ´ fpζq|p dζ dξ `pRq
sp{2`pQqd
`pP qsp{2`pRqsp .
Note that the dependence on S has vanished. Next we change the supremum in R by a sum, and
change the order of summation to find
2 À
ÿ
PPW
 
P
 
5P
|fpξq ´ fpζq|p
`pP qsp{2 dζ dξ
ÿ
R:PPSHpP q
1
`pRqsp{2
ÿ
QPSHpRq
`pQqd.
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By (2.5) and (2.9) we obtain
2 À
ÿ
PPW
 
P
 
5P
|fpξq ´ fpζq|p
`pP qsp{2 dζ dξ
1
`pP qsp{2 `pP q
d À
ÿ
PPW
ż
P
sup
ζP5P
|fpξq ´ fpζq|p
|ξ ´ ζ|sp dξ,
so 2 À }f}prAsp,qpΩq as claimed.
To end we control the last term by similar arguments but with no need to use the chain. In
this case,
3 ď
ÿ
Q
`pQqd sup
R:QPSHpRq
sup
yPSHpRq
|fR ´ fpyq|p
`pRqsp ď
ÿ
RPW
sup
yPSHpRq
|fR ´ fpyq|p
`pRqsp
ÿ
QPSHpRq
`pQqd,
and using (2.9) and Jensen’s inequality, we get
3 ď
ÿ
RPW
sup
yPSHpRq
ş
R
|fpξq ´ fpyq|p dξ
`pRqsp À
ÿ
RPW
ż
R
sup
yPSHpRq
|fpξq ´ fpyq|p
|y ´ ξ|sp dξ “ }f}
prAsp,qpΩq.
Theorem A.3. Let Ω be a uniform domain with an admissible Whitney coveringW, let 0 ă s ă 1,
1 ď q ď p ă 8. If f P L1locpΩq then˜ ÿ
QPW
ż
Q
ˆż
5Q
|fpxq ´ fpyq|q
|x´ y|sq`d dy
˙ p
q
dx
¸ 1
p
« }f} 9Asp,qpΩq.
Proof. The case 1 ă q ď p ă 8 is essentially [PS17, Lemma 4.1, Remark 4.2], with Ω bounded.
The restriction f P Lp and the boundedness of Ω are never used along that proof. The same proof
can be applied in the case 1 “ q ď p ă 8 with the usual modifications when the dual exponents
are not finite.
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